Regulament
Street Boulder is a sport climbing event that takes place in the historic center of
Serra San Quirico(AN) between the "climbing" walls identified prior to the event by
our routesetter.
The climbing speciality that is practiced is bouldering, that is climbing without a
rope, which reaches in some cases a maximum height of four meters (TOP). Falls
are cushioned by crashpads and controlled by spotters.
The event will take place on short climbing routes, called problems, blocks or
boulders, to be climbed without
rope, placing the crash-pad in advance (to avoid the risk of possible injuries) on the
marked routes within the walls of the village.
All members must have the equipment for safe bouldering; at least one crash pad
and one head lamp for every two people and climbing shoes, people without
safety equipment will be excluded from the event and removed immediately.
Participants must "protect" each other, in order to avoid injuries: In exceptional
circumstances, during the course of the event, the organization may decide to close
and delete one or more blocks to preserve the safety of the athletes or the integrity
of the wall.
The bouldering areas available to participants are specified on the map provided at
the infopoint at the time of registration.
The boulders are marked with a numbered image where the path of the problem is
marked. Difficulties they range from the easiest to the most difficult block based on
the color assigned by the tracker.
For the block to be valid, the member must start with his hands on the Start or SitStart and after lifting his feet from ground will have to reach the top, holding the last
hold for at least 3 seconds.
N.B. children under the age of 10 will only be able to access the YELLOW and
WHITE boulders
Score assigned to the 80 blocks of the 2022 "night edition" contest
N.B the points of each boulder will be divided by the number of participants who
sends it
Whoever sends all the red boulders will have subscribers to all the YELLOW and
WHITE boulders

YELLOW WHITE GREEN BLUE RED BLACK
100 PT. 200 PT. 350 PT. 500 750 1000
The race lasts 9 hours (15: 00-24: 00) on 3 September 2022
The final will take place on Sunday 4th September at 12:00
Attention! The delivery of the self-certified sheet must strictly take place no later
than 8:00 am on Sunday 4 September, under penalty of exclusion from the ranking!
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